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Senate
4 0 Legislative
~
Session
19th Meeting
22 March 2005
Senate Minutes
Call to Order: 6:08 PM
Roll Call: McTiernan, Swensson, Belser, Strum, Coleman, Barra, Bacanskas, Farrell, Mott,
Lamphere, Roberts, Armelino, Durgin, Ward, Beal, Mapes, Hubert, Chadaev, Kinnear, Robinson,
Hershkowitz, Westfall
Approval of Minutes
Motion to approve the minutes- Belser, 2ndMapes
Approval of Agenda
Motiong to amend the agenda- President Sutherland, Objection- Hershkowitz- I don't believe he is
able to make an amendment. President Sutherland- The senate has allowed me to do so before.
President Sutherland- I wish to add SLE.40.48 to the agenda, 2ndHershkowitz.
Motion to approve the agenda- Bacanskas, 2"d Belser
Public Comment
SAPB
Next Saturday is going to be the spring event. It is going to be a comedy show instead of
music. We are having the Best of the Chapel show. We only need $7000 on this concert to
make our income line and I think that is very feasible. It is a little late to announce this but
we have PRSSA and others working hard to promote this next week.
I have spoken with Dr.Hughes about May Day and with our money that we have left over we
are going to be having some acts come and play for May Day. Two of the acts are nationally
known and a few are local but working their way up. All together there will be about 8 or 9
bands. It is completely free to you and they will be playing all day.
NYPIRG
- We were very happy with the turnout on the referendum. We were working very hard and it
paid off.
I would also like to congratulate Ian and Scott on your elections.
- I want to clear up some confusion on our public comment last week. I believe that some
senators were upset that one of the officers was wearing a "Vote yes for NYPIRG shirt
because they thought that it was SA funded. However, the t-shirts were actually made by my
dad and me.
There was also some confusion going around about the way that our money is distributed. We
do not distribute our money like SA does.
- I would just appreciate it if you came to NYPIRG with your concerns so that we can answer
any questions for you before you go to your constituents.
- In regards to the higher ed campaign, the senate and assembly passed a preliminary budget
and the assembly rejected the TAP plan, the incremental plan and the initial $500 increase.
- For the first time ever, the budget should be out by April 1''.
- The EPA came out with final mercury information and it turns out that the levels are going to
remain.
- This Thursday we are attending a press conference about getting unclaimed deposits
distributed differently.
- We are having our Easter food drive Saturday April 2nd.
Men's Rugby
- We just wanted to come here and thank you for the funding you allowed us to go for our
certification; we should now be set for about 3 years.

-

-

Great Lake Review
We are looking to put the literary magazine back on campus.
We just stepped up to this about a month ago and we feel that the creative writing department
needs an outlet as well. We already have many people interested we just need the funding to
get it going.
- We only need money for printing and we took out the artwork and the color on the cover of
the magazine.
We are hoping to turn the organization around next year and get a full board of officers.
- This magazine could be an outlet for anyone on campus, not just the creative writing majors.
- We are approximating that we will be making 300 copies but we are willing to break that in
half, however that doesn't knock the cost in half.
Roberts- Have you looked around and done other pricing?
GLR- We already have a layout from when the magazine was in production before
and we feel it would be more expensive if we tried to change that.
Executive Report
SA President: Kevin Sutherland
- We had an amazing time on spring break.
- I don't have much of anything for you tonight; I will have more things for next week.
SA Vice President: Kristin Beck
- We have received 2 thank you cards and we also got invited to the SAVAC annual banquet. It
will be on April 16' at the Press Box and you must RSVP by March 24'. I will post it by the
mailboxes because we only got one for the whole senate.
Sorry about getting the packet out to you late.
- Faculty assembly meets every other week and we need to fill the other 2 seats that are
available. Senator Farrell is going to start attending and is there anyone else that is interested?
The meetings are from 3 to 5 and never go beyond, that it is a set time.- Ward is interested.
- Spring break was fun but the bus rides were not. If you hear of people being upset with
Breakaway Tours for that, let them know that it was the bus company not Breakaway.
Assistant Director of Finance- Kelly Lyon
- Nancy will have a bill or two for you next week.
- The applications for Director of finance and Driector of Human Resource have to be in by
April 1".
Senator Issues Forum
Robinson- There have been the rumors going around about NYPIRG that they sponsor
everything, if you hear this please e-mail me, it upsets me and I want to find out more
about it.
Motion to close: Hershkowitz, 2"dLamphere
Committee Reports
Policy: We didn't meet last week and I will be e-mailing everyone with the date and time for this
weeks meeting.
Procedure: We also didn't meet last week and we are meeting this Thursday in the SA office at 8.
Finance: Thank you for coming to the meeting last week I know it was long. We are going to be
meeting again tonight to finish budget council things and we recommend the bill that is up for
tonight.
Involvement: We didn't meet last week and I am unsure about when this weeks meeting is going
to be so I will e-mail everyone to let them know.
Health and Safetv: We will meet Thursday at 9 in the SA ofice.
Robinson- I want to thank Senator Bacanskas for taking care of the garbage issue, it was
taken care of quickly.
~lections:We concluded the elections and Senator Farrell won for President with 59% of the vote.
Senator Robinson won Vice President and received 88.3% of the votes. We had 1859 people vote
all together. We will be meeting Wednesday at 8:30.
CCRT: I am going to call after Easter again. I spoke with Senator Durgin about taking over my
chair next year but I would still like to be a part of the committee.
Motion to relinquish the chair- Hershkowitz
(Robinson chairs meeting)

-

VI.

-

VII.

VIII.

M.

X.

XI.
XII.

General Orders
1.) SLE.40.47 Great Lake Review-Mott- In finance we talked about dropping the amount in half
but it didn't really make sense since it wasn't saving that much money. I hope that you pass
this bill.
Farrell- How much is in 6502?
Mott- $5249
Hershkowitz- I spoke with someone from Arts Alive and they had a problem with the bus
costs and so they are not going to be using the money that we gave them so we will be
adding that money back into 6502.
Vote on bill: 20-0-1, legislation passes
New Legislation
1.) SLE.40.48 Reserve Fund- Refer to finance for 1 week
Roll Call: McTiernan, Swensson, Belser, Strum, Coleman, Barra, Bacanskas, Farrell, Mott,
Lamphere, Roberts, Armelino, Durgin, Ward, Beal, Mapes, Hubert, Chadaev, Kinnear, Robinson,
Hershkowitz, Westfall
Adjournment
Motion to adjourn- Hershkowitz, 2"d Lamphere
Meeting adjourned at 6:48 PM
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VI.

Call to Order: 6:18 PM
Roll Call: McTiernan, Swensson, Belser, Strum, Coleman, Barra, Bacanskas, Farrell,
Mott, Roberts, Durgin, Ward, Beal, Mapes, Hubert, Chadev, Robinson, Hershkowitz
Approval of Minutes
Motion to approve the minutes- Farrell, 2ndMapes
Approval of Agenda
Motiong to amend the agenda- President Sutherland- Add RES.40.06 Thank you Kristin
Beck to New Legislation. 2ndRobinson.
Motion to amend the agenda- Roberts- Add SLE.40.52 to Special Orders. 2nd
Hershkowitz.
Motion to approve the agenda- Robinson, 2ndMapes
Public Comment
NYPIRG
- Last week the Senate and Assembly finalized their budgets and they rejected all
tuition increases. This shows that hard work really does pay off and we got our voice
out there and it was heard. The Governor still has to pass his budget but for the fust
time in many years it is going to be out by April I ''.
- The food drive to benefit needy families is going to be taking place Saturday at P&C
fiom 11-3.
- The Earth Day Fair is in the works it is going to be held April 1 4 ~ ~ .
Executive Report
SA President: Kevin Sutherland
- This is my last senate meeting as President but I will be coming back as an offcampus senator when I am done with my term.
- I want to recap on some of the things that we have accomplished this year: This
summer I went to every orientation and met a lot of incoming freshmen. The
executive board retreat was a fun time for all. The SUNY Board of Trustees threw a
lot of things at us but we were able to deal with them and get them done with many
thanks to Ian and Nancy.With the involvement fair I would like to thank the
organizations that participated and I hope that it continues. The new website is an
improvement but and is still in progress, thank you to Andy Drogo for your work on
that. The new SA logo is now put out there, thank you to the Senate for getting that
through and to Andy and Heather McBride for your work on creating it. The DVD's
in the library are already a hit, thank you to Mike Olenick and Billy Nichols for
getting that going. The SAVAC garage is going to be built, I signed on it today. The
Tsunami relief is going well, thank you to the organizations and Billy for your efforts
in organizing that. Spring Break in Panama went well, thank you to Breakaway
Tours. I would like to continue the process of moving unused funds from
organizations back into the senate account so money doesn't go unused. We have had

helphl computer maintenance this year and letting organizations use the computers
in the office. My e-board had a good time together this year. Kristin and I have
worked very well as a team even though we disagree on some things, we managed
pretty well. Nancy, we wouldn't have gotten through this year without you and your
hard work. Dan Tuscarella was mainly behind the scenes but was a big help to me.
Dan Preston has taught me a lot about myself since I have known him and I hope that
our friendship will continue. Billy, I have watched you grow since you came to
college and you have done great things already, I know you will be success~lin the
future. Andy has become one of my best friends this past year and I know that this
year wouldn't have been the same without you. Scott Jones is not only one of my
directors but a housemate and a good friend. Aida and Kelly, your assistance to
Nancy has been greatly appreciated. Justin Barber, director of off-campus services
has made many positive changes for the off-campus students and I'm sure the good
things will continue. To the faculty and staff, Dr. Scarfenberger, Dr. King, and Nick
Lyons have given me new perspectives throughout my term. I would also like to
thank President Stanley and Dr. Chlemo. One last thank you to Greg Lawson for
being a good friend. I think that's about it, thank you for a great year.
SA Vice President: Kristin Beck
- This year has been amazing and Kevin and I have made it through our differences.
Our e-board has had a great time together this year. Andy, thank you, you have
helped me the most throughout this year. To the senate, most of you are new this year
and I hope that you have learned a lot, it is a really good experience. I have been
going to senate meetings since I came to college and I am thankful for the
experiences that I have had. Greg Lawson got me into the SA thing and he has taught
me everything that I know.
- Good luck to Ian and Scott in your upcoming year.
- It has been a good successful year, we have managed to avoid negative press. We
didn't have any election problems and we didn't have any impeachments.
- We were able to make many amendments this year and overall I think we were very
productive.
Director of Finance- Nancy Smith
- I have 2 bills coming tonight, one for the transfer of funds from 6501 and a copy of
the budget that we worked so hard to get through.
- Next week is going to be the appeal process and they have to be turned in by
Thursday.
- The accounts are now as follows: 6501- $28,375.22,6502- $5,999.66, 6503- $0,
6506- $270.21,6505- $220.
Director of Disability Affairs- Dan Preston
- To prove that it hasn't hit me yet, I just realized that this was my last meeting so I
didn't have anything prepared. The president elect can take care of the homework for
next week.
- Greg Lawson also got me involved in SA the way that I am.
- I would like to thank the senators, you have done well this year.
- I have been less vocal this year in SA because our e-board had a superb handle on
things and I didn't need to be as vocal. I had a lot of faith in our e-bard, you guys are
amazing. This administration has been the backbone of my work, I really appreciate
that.
- It is going to be very hard for me to leave, but I will still be around, you can count on
that.
- There will be no more homework from me, thank you again and have a fin year!
Director of Public Relations- Andrew Drogo

-

VII.

I realized how much we have really grown this year, we made a great team.
Kevin did an amazingjob as president and he ran crazy hours in the ofice.
Kristin has run great meetings and overall done a great job.
Nancy, you have been great this year in dealing with the organizations.
Billy, all the work you have done has been great and no matter what if you succeed
or not, you always put your heart into it.
Dan Preston has taught me a lot this year, if you don't know him, get to know him.
The other directors were great too, we had made a great team, thank you for a great
year.
Director of Student Affairs- Billy Nichols
- This year, without Andy and Kevin I would have been lost.
- I hope that everyone can attend the bowl-a-thon tonight.
- Camp Hollis was a really memorable time for me this year.
Senator Issues Forum
Mott- There is another off-campus luncheon tomorrow in the Forum; the first 50
people eat free.
Coleman- The Gospel Choir is having their annual dinner Saturday and tickets are free
and available at Ticketmaster.
Robinson- In regards to last weeks rumors about NYPIRG, I have done some research
and I have found that these things seem to be coming from more than one person. I
was hoping that maybe we could get a committee together to investigate this further.
Motion to create a committee, 2" Mott.
Hershkowitz- What would this committee investigate?
Robinson- We want to clear up the rumors and find out where they are coming from.
Hershkowitz- Have there been any complaints to the Supreme Court?
Robinson- I don't think there have been yet but I would like to be prepared if that
were to happen.
Hershkowitz Would this investigation be used as evidence?
Robinson- Basically people are talking and I don't want to get into everything now
that is why I want to form a committee maybe we can meet after this meeting to
decide if we want to.
Mott- I had a student confirm this rumor and out of personal curiosity I would like to
investigate it.
Roberts- Are there actually any names or faces to these rumors? It seems absurd to
exploit an organization without names of first hand accounts.
Mott- I have a name but I don't have the permission to give that information out yet.
Robinson- Well I just want to know if most people are in favor I would like to motion
to vote, 2* Durgin.
Swensson- Objection, if we don't know information I don't think that we should be
voting on what we don't know.
Belser- This seems like a waste of time really. We can't chase down the rumors that
we hear and I fail to see how this is going to lead us anywhere.
Hubert- The goal is to find out what is being said, not to take legal action. You have
the option of whether or not you want to be on this committee.
Hershkowitz- What exactly are we investigating?
Robinson- I see this as a problem and I just want to further the investigation.
Mott- Since independent people are hearing it I feel that it is an important rumor to
address and with the committee it would be easier to find these things out.

Barra- I agree with Senator Belser, we can't chase down rumors, they are going to
spread and you can't stop it or find out where it started from. The only thing we can
do is say that it isn't true.
Dr. Scharfenberger- I suggest that if you vote to make the committee you have to pay
attention to the rules of the committee, etc.
Robinson- I withdraw my motion.
VIII. Committee Reports
Policv: There was no meeting last week and there wont be one this week. I will be in the
library if anyone wants to come and work on things. I also will be stepping down as
policy chairman.
Procedure: We met last week and started writing legislation for the fund reserve to
determine how we can use it. There is no meeting this week.
Finance: Thank you for attending the meeting again this week, they have been lengthy.
The reserve f h d bill came up and we recommend it. We will meet Thursday at 9 in the
SA office.
Involvement: No report
Health and Safetv: We met last Thursday and there will be no meeting this week.
Elections: We will meet tomorrow at 8:30 to work on the elections timeline.
CCRT: Robinson- I nominate Senator Durgin for CCRT, 20d Swensson. Jen would like
Senator Durgin to go to one of their meetings and she would like to come to one of ours.
IX. Special Orders
1.) SLE.40.52 Social Justice Club Get Free Times
Roberts- They have been paying out of pocket for the past few issues and we are
requesting $175 for the rest of the year. We are also starting to take on advertising fees.
Hershkowitz- They are a tier 1 organization and they have been working really hard
and doing advertising. I think that we should give this money to them.
President Sutherland- I just wanted to know why this had to be put on special orders?
Roberts- We need to start our issue on Friday so it was late notice.
Hubert- Why was the amount changed?
Roberts- The fmt amount was a high estimate for 500 issues but we cut it to 400.
Hubert- Why did it take so long to get this done that now it needed to go on special
orders?
Roberts- We have been talking about it and working on it for a while, I am sorry for
the lateness.
Vote: 16-2-0, legislation passes.
Hershkowitz- Motion to relinquish the chair. 2" Hubert
X.
General Orders
1.) SLE.40.48 Reserve Fund
President Sutherland- We need to start working towards a reserve fund. We will put the
money in a bank with the best interest rates. There will be an amendment to this bill as
well.
Farrell- Motion to amend- Change line 14 amount to $22,000, 2" Hershkowitz. We are
changing it down because we already took $5000 from 6501 to go to 6502 and if we take
the full amount it leaves us with $3000 and we need that for auditing costs.
President Sutherland- This leaves $3000 for 6501 after the auditing cost. We need to
be working towards $125,000.
Vote on amendment: 17-0-0, amendment passes
Hershkowitz- Have we designated where the cash reserve is and how we are going to
use it?

XI.

President Sutherland- It is in a liability account and will be moved to a bank later to
collect interest. This will happen in the next few days.
Hershkowitz- Motion to amend- Change wording in line 17-18,2" Belser.
Hubert- What is the purpose to this amendment?
Hershkowitz- It is just for clarity, if the president didn't sign a bill it wouldn't
contradict it.
Vote on amendment: 17-0-0, amendment passes
Mott- even if this wasn't being mandated I think that it is a good idea to have this on
hand.
Vote on bill: 17-0-0, legislation passes.
New Legislation
1.) SLE.40.49 Finance Department Accounting Services- Refer to finance for 1 week.
2.) SLE.40.50 Amendment to SLE.36.27 Financial Policy- Refer to finance for 1 week.
3.) SLE.40.5 1 Student Association 2005-2006 Budget- Refer to finance for 2 weeks.
4.) RES.40.04 2005 All Campus Election- Hershkowitz- Motion to pass by acclimation,
2" Mott.
5.) RES.40.05 Thank you Dan Preston- (Resolution read by President Sutherland)
Farrell- I recently had a great conversation with Dan and it would have been
great if I was given the chance to work with him.
Brianne- I have been very lucky to know Dan. HE is so passionate about
what he does that he makes you care about different issues. You are inspiring
and so successful. You have been a great director and an even better friend.
Dan is always somewhere with a smile on.
Greg Lawson- I have a statement fiom Harry Shock that commends and
thanks Dan for everything he has done. Dan is an amazing writer and many
other things. I am glad that I have been able to work with him. If he is
working on an important issue, he does research, more research, and then
more research. If he feels confident he brings it to other people and then
writes a resolution. To him it is all about action. He goes to the proper
committee and gets things changed. I wish that I could follow more closely
in his footsteps. He has brought forward a new philosophy on everything. He
has attacked stereotypes, it would have been easy for him to sit back and live
life, but he didn't, he is always doing something. He works toward
achievement and changing things for the better. He is the most amazing
student and leader that I have ever met.
Hershkowitz- Motion to pass by acclimation, zndMott.
6.) RES.40.06 Thank you Kristin Beck (Read by President Suther1and)- Kristin and I
have worked closely this year and I have learned a lot fiom her. I know things will
work out for you in the future and you will go far.
Brianne- I was very shy when I met Kristin and she was one of the first
people that I met here. I have worked closely with her and I have learned a
lot fiom her. I know that things will work out for you in the future.
Greg Lawson- I have never met anyone who has challenged me like Kristin
did. I met her in her fust week at Oswego. She leads by example and puts in
amazing dedication. You made being here worth it. Welcome to Emeritus. I
am very proud of you. I was here for your 1" meeting, I wouldn't miss your
last.
Hershkowitz- Kristin has been so dedicated to her position and work this
year. She has done an outstanding job and there are just too many good

things to say. Her meetings have been miraculously short and she will be
greatly missed.
Robinson- I will have so much pressure following Greg and Kristin in this
position. Greg got me going on the online elections and Kristin pretty much
told me that I was running for Vice President. You can really learn a lot from
Kristin and Greg.
Hershkowitz- Motion to pass by acclimation, 2" Mapes.

XII.
XIII.

Farrell- Student Assembly is coming up April 15-17 this semester so please talk to me if
you are interested in going.
Roll Call: McTiernan, Swensson, Belser, Strum, Coleman, Barra, Bacanskas, Farrell,
Mott, Roberts, Dwgin, Ward, Beal, Mapes, Hubert, Chadev, Robinson, Hershkowitz
Adjournment
Motion to adjourn- Hershkowitz, 2"dHubert
Meeting adjourned at 756PM
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Senate
40" Legislative Session
2 1 st Meeting
05 April 05
Minutes
I.
11.

III.
IV.
V.

Call to Order: 6:09 PM
Roll Call: McTiernan, Swensson, Belser, Strum, Coleman, Barra, Bacanskas, Mott, Lamphere,
Roberts, Armelino, Durgin, Ward, Beal, Mapes, Hubert, Cella, Chadaev, Hershkowitz, Westfall.
Approval of Minutes
Motion to approve the minutes- Hershkowitz, 2ndStrum
Approval of Agenda
Motion to approve the agenda- Roberts, 2ndBeal
Public Comment
NYPIRG
The NYS budget has been passed by the Assembly and the Senate with no increases but
Pataki has proposed a $125 increase. Again this would be the students paying more but not
getting more.
- If you would like to contact the Governor and voice your opinion on this issue the number is
5 18-474-8390.
- Our food drive was rescheduled last weekend because of the weather and it is tentatively
planned for April 16".
We are working on Earth Day projects and one thing that will be happening is a clean up of
Glimmerglass lagoon.
I want to touch on the editorial that was written in the Oswegonian because it was backed by
so many of you. We do believe that it is important to get the correct information out there and
let people know that we are funded by SA and we don't fund organizations. However, we
held a chapter meeting in which about 20 people attended and when this rumor was brought
up, no one had heard it which makes us question the prevalence of the rumor. Some students
were outraged because their voter intelligence was questioned in the article. This year alone
we have registered over 1300 voters, have done over 175 class presentations, had about 600
signatures for our higher education campaign, and have formed many coalitions. We have
taught campaign tactics for the referendum and put in over 70 hours of volunteer services.
With any of these events, people have to know who we are. We did get a lot of our voters on
the referendum but because of the hard work that we did to get ourselves out there. There may
be some people who don't know us but it is hard to say that the majority of people don't know
who we are and what we do.
Women's Center
- We have come tonight hoping that you will hear our budget appeal because we didn't get to it
with enough time.
- We are appealing our income line because we are incapable of giving $1000 from the Vagina
Monologues back to SA, it is in violation of the contract. It is where we get most of our
money, we do have some smaller fundraisers throughout the year but they are minor and don't
raise a lot of money.
We feel that it isn't capable for us to pay back $1000.
- Now touching on the resolution for tonight. This isn't about the author or about free speech, it
is about the victims and survivors of date rape andlor assault.
- We hope that somehow something positive can come out of this resolution and that you as a
student body will choose to voice your disapproval ofjoking about date rape.
Author of Article

-

-

-

-

The reason that I am here tonight is to definitively state that the purpose of my article was to
use satire to raise awareness as to the growing culture of victimization that the intended date
rape crisis fosters.
- I do not endorse date rape nor do I dislike efforts to prevent it. 1have even participated in
campus events concerning date rape and I have gone to a women's center workshop.
All I'm trying to say is that the definition of date rape is a live issue and is hotly debated.
The resolution coming up tonight is noble in its intent but one would be hard pressed to say
that it is not a response to my satirical column.
The senate is being asked to come together behind one of the two competing feminist theories
regarding date rape. Passing this resolution would freeze any opinion on campus that
disagrees with the perspective on date rape that the women's center expounds,
- I just want you to see that the differing views are out there, I got the information for my
column from a female feminist
Graduate Student from Education Department
I believe that people need to feel safe in a college community and this article made me feel
unsafe.
I noticed something about the article; the e was left off of rape. This is satirical but not funny.
Compassion is also missing from this article.
The first amendment has restrictions to fiee speech if it harms society and I think that this
does. This article provided a venue for re-victimization.
This campus supports and embraces differences and gives us a protective cover.
- The Oswegonian was doing very well with their articles until this year. There have been a lot
of articles that cause problems and bickering.
- I don't feel that SA should fund an organization that is willing to promote ignorance.
Social Justice Club
We have a bill in tonight for the Get Free Times.
We would like to have a guest speaker come to the school. He is a social critic and a writer.
He has written things such as Afluenza and The Vermont Manifesto.
He is active in the 2& Vermont Republic Movement.
Our organization does know a lot about him and there has been a lot of interest shown in his
coming. He is very different from our previous MSA speaker.
This would be taking place on April 28' and we are expecting about 100 people to attend. We
are asking you for $200 for his hotel, food, transportation, etc. He would normally go for
about $1500.
- We had a feminist conference in Boston and we have two more that are coming up that we
pay for out of pocket.
Next week is going to be our film festival.
Women's Center Response to Author of Article
I heard that our use of Senate was questioned. A resolution is a formal report of what the
senate feels and we don't want anyone to be punished for this but we do want a formal
opinion so the student body knows that there is a voice for them.
This also isn't a free speech issue.
- We give the author the benefit of the doubt that he meant it in a satirical manor and didn't
mean to harm anyone but he wasn't effective in getting his point across because his article
was so detailed and that is where our problem was.
- It is offensive and dangerous for this to go undebated.
Maureen Curtin- Faculty Advisor
The fact is that date rape is against the law and there is no ambiguity about that. It took a long
time to get this issue prosecuted. I am chair of PSTF so if you want to learn more and get
involved feel free to come to the subcommittee meetings.
Kevin Sutherland
-This is the most people that I have ever seen in this room and I just wanted to say have fun and
good luck with budget appeals!
Budget Appeals
OTEA

-

.

-

-

-

VI.

-

Is at a conference and will not be able to present tonight, they want to know if they can
present at finance committee or at next weeks meeting.
Outing Club
- We missed our presentation time during budget committee.
- We are looking to increase our events fund. We are going to be doing White water rafting this
year and that is $640 for 8 people; kayaking which is $768 for 8 people; rock climbing is
$312 for 12 people; ice climbing is $640 for 8 people; we are also looking to get 3 more
people first aid certified which is going to be $507 for 3 people. Overall for events we are
asking for $2867.
- Our transportation costs are from rental cars and gas which comes to about $1390.
- Equipment is going to be $400.
- Copy and fiuc: $40.
- The outing club was pretty much nonfunctioning in 2002 and the club has grown greatly. We
have our own room in the union and we take about 4 or 5 trips per semester. This is a good
way to allow students to get out of Oswego.
Bacanskas- How long does the certification last?
Outing club- I believe for 3 years.
Bacanskas- Are the others returning that got certified last year?
Outing Club- Yes.
Storytellers Guild
We are going to be having our capstone event in about 2 weeks. It is Arcon and it is held in
the union this year. This creates a safe environment. We have game developers, writers,
authors, publishers, and more. We organize this event all year and it makes most of our
income line.
We also have the midnight trinity techno ball and spring dance.
Minicon is held in Funelle Hall and we get together and play games and we do this to attract
new members.
- We do take some trips within the local area.
We also have a lending library with roll play books which are not cheap and we let anyone
take them out. This is probably our greatest service utilized and provided.

-

SAVAC

-

Medical Supplies Account- Every year about $4500 is a good estimate and every two years
we have to pay $710 to get new medications.
- Our Training budget is necessary because we have a turnover rate of many officers this year.
We also need la aid books and classes.
When we go to conferences we go to gain experiences by talking to and hearing from other
EMS groups. We have to pay for the travel, tickets, housing, etc.
We have sent Public Relations representatives in the past and we are up to about 45 members
now because of that.
Rainbow Alliance
Sorry that I am unprepared I had to fill in at last minute.
We are appealing our events fund.
During the year we do the National Coming Out Day t-shirts and we usually get about 2000
shirts.
We have the drag ball that we do every year and get about 250 people to turnout.
Next week is the day of silence and we think that we are going to have a large turnout for it.
We are going to have Shawn Cassidy and possible WNYO at this event.
- We also-experienced a cut in our videos account. We asked for an increase but it wasn't
granted. It has been cut the past few years but these are important accounts because the books
and videos that we have are hard to find and are expensive. They are also available for
everyone.
Men's Rugby
We are appealing for 5 of our accounts.
Game Costs: We are going to about 6 or 7 tournaments that have fees so we are asking for
$400 more.

-

-

-

-

-

-

Equipment and uniforms: We have an increase in the # of members and we are asking for a
total of $1750.
Transportation: We asked for $2700 and got $1000. We take 4 road trips in the fall and 4-6 in
the spring which is about $200-300 a trip so we need at least $1600-$2500.
- CIPP Membership: Every player must be registered with USA Rugby and we had about 20-30
players CIPPed in the spring.
- We usually estimate about 8 new people per semester so we anticipate that we will need to
CIPP 36-46 people. We try to overshoot by about 2 people to be safe.
Nancy Smith- it was said before that the renewal was going to be $15-20, did that change?
Rugby- Yes, we thought that was the cost but when 1 CJPPed someone this spring it was $20.
Coaching Fees: We requested $1320 and we got $500. We always pay our coaches $500 per
semester so we would need at least $1000 for the year.
Del Sarte
We are appealing to have a budget for the 2005-2006 year.
- For our show we need about $1600-$1700 for the Saturday rehearsal, Sunday rehearsal and
show itself.
We recently started charging for the show because we were dropped fiom Tier 3 status.
Charging gets us about $1400 at $3 per ticket.
Personally we have costume and video expenses.
With the left over money we make fliers and have programs for our show.
- Our club has grown so much we have about 200 members now.
Men's Ice Hockey
- We are appealing out transportation budget. We were given $6000 to use the school vans but 1
recently found out that we cannot use them. We looked over our options and decided that a
bus is more practical than renting vans fiom Enterprise. We have a 30 game schedule and we
are concerned with safety when we drive ourselves. The cost of gas, mileage, and personal
fatigue takes a big toll.
Hershkowitz- Are you planning to get school buses or charter buses?
Hockey- 1believe they are charter buses.
Chadaev- How much are you asking for now?
Hockey- We are asking for about $1 1,000.
Raquetball
- In a year we travel to 5 tournaments and we hope to attend nationals next year.
- In our travel account with 5 trips, it is $400.
Hotel: 5 trips, $1600
- Nationals: $2125.06 split in half with us.
Personal expenses: $613 for equipment.
Ontarian
- We have three major costs and right now we are trying to get back up and running.
Publication costs $20,000 and we got $7000 which isn't even enough to make the first
payment.
- Salaries: the editors put in countless hours of work on this project. The editor now is getting
$500 but there are other editors and we need money for all of our postage.
Farrell- I was able tog et them money without changing any other organizations, I got it from
contingency accounts.
Cheerleading
- We are here to request $700 more for our coach payments. Right now he is pretty much
paying to be our coach with all the traveling he does.
We really want to keep him as our coach because it is important when we are in a time of
reconstruction.
COPE
We offer many free activities on campus and we do some fundraising. Some of our events this
year are going to be a yard sale, Krispie Kreme sale, and "Fight with Feathers, not Violence".
- The HIP program can also help us.
Once a year we do mediation training and just for catering alone it costs us $400-500.

-

-
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-
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During peace week we have speakers come in who cost us money.
This year we want to have our banquet for 10' anniversary and that will be about $800.
Nancy Smith- Are you asking for the money for this year or next year?
COPE- For next year.
Mott- Why don't you have a budget as of now?
Nancy Smith- They didn't turn in a budget.
Mott- Why not?
COPE- We are doing some restructuring in our board.
Community Services
We would like to either attend or present at the National Budget Conference.
Our publicity fimd went down to $200 and we need more than that to publish a newsletter,
probably costs up to $800.
For Mentor Oswego supplies we would like $250.

-

-

Hershkowitz- I motion for WTOP to come down and present appeal.
WTOP
- Postage: We were allocated $100 but we are requesting for $200 because we do need to return
movies and send in equipment when it needs to be fixed.
Telephone: We got $1000, but we are requesting $1500 because we deal with voicemail and
many long distance calls to and fiom businesses.
Equipment: We got $5000 but we are asking for $7000. We are going to be doing various
productions and we want to replace the rest of the old equipment to go to the new campus
center.
Broadcast Operations: We got $7000, but we want $9500 for our day to day operations. We
have to have a certain graphics program and a TVC which allows the old equipment to work
with the new equipment.
We are currently working on our image. We have increased membership.
We are still learning our new equipment so please bear with us.
M. Executive Reports
SA President- Ian Farrell
Tonight I have the appointments for directors. I handed out a packet that includes the job
description, applications, and resumes. Pat Calahan is going for Director of Student Affairs;
Justin Barber for director of off-campus services; Melissa Andrews for Director of Public
Relations; and Allen Hershkowitz for Chief of Staff. We are going to go through a question
answer period with them one at a time.
(Questions for Calahan)
Hershkowitz- What do you see your role as?
0
Calahan- I would like to help with the involvement fair, bowl-a-thon, and continue the library
movies.
Hubert- Why do you want this position?
Calahan- I love politics and I need some experience. I want to improve the student body.
(Questions for Barber)
Mott- Do you plan to do anything different or new this year from last?
Barber- This is my 3* term and I am looking to get an assistant, I want to get a petition brought
to the parking committee so that they can see that there are still issues with off-campus
parking.
Chadaev- Are you confident that you can handle the responsibilities?
Barber- I haven't had a problem in the past, I can still keep up my achievement.
Roberts- What have you previously accomplished?
Barber- I redid the housing list fiom scratch and keep it updated. I am the only student to sit on
the parking committee. I helped an org get started that dealt with off campus students but the
club fell through.
- (questions for Andrews)
Hubert- What do you hope to accomplish?

-
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Andrews- I want to increase membership in organizations and let people know that there is a
director there to help them.
Mapes- Are you going to be involved with elections and involvement committees?
Andrews- Yes, I am going to work with Andy Drogo and see what ideas he has left too.
Armaleno- How do you plan to inform students about SA?
Andrews- I am going to do a lot of fliers and just get the word out there.
(Questions for Strum)
Chadaev- What was your motivation for this position?
Strum- I was a sign language interpreter at home and I was very involved in activities like this
in High School, I would like to continue my experience.
(Questions for Hershkowitz)
Hubert- Why do you want this position?
Hershkowitz- I want a chance to work with the executive branch so that organizations are fully
informed and so that things run smoothly.
** These appointments will nit take place until the end of the legislative session.
Vote on Calahan for Director of Student Affairs- 15-0-1, approved
Vote on Barber for Director of Off-Campus Services- 12-2-2, approved
Vote on Andrews for Director of Public Relations- 15-0-1, approved
Vote on Strum for Director or Disability Se~ieces-14-0-2, approved
Vote on Hershkowitz for Chief of Staff- 14-0-2, approved
++

-

The past few days I have been attending a lot of meetings and a few on the new campus
center.
I have signed us up for a booth at the Admissions Open House and I would like people to
work some time between 8:30-11:30. We also need to get things together for the booth.
Student Assembly is next weekend
- I potentially have a meeting on the recreation center.
- Sorry about my office hours this week, meetings have been almost all day. They will be
posted next week.
In regards to JSU and the anti-Semitic remarks written on the signs of the new campus center,
I will be meeting with Kathy Santos about it. JSU doesn't feel safe and their may be a
resolution coming next week.
Executive Agenda
To increase the visibility on and off campus so that people know what we do. 1 want to go to
our media outlets and I want people to know who I am. My e-board will always attend senate
meetings and will be required to give weekly reports.
The new director of public relations will be responsible for spreading word on the new logo,
our services, and activities.
Our reputation has been damaged with court cases and I would like to change that.
- I want to communicate with organizations and make sure that information is crystal clear so
that there is no information lost or confused.
I am still trying to get a representational body of organizations so that they can participate in
the government process. They also need better inner organizational communication.
Questions and concerns are always welcome so please come see me with issues.
In regards to SAVAC, President Sutherland worked hard and they really do need a new
garage and the construction for that will begin in the summer of 2006. 1will see that the plans
are going as planned and that we properly budget for this. They are also going to need money
for an ambulance so we need to address that too.
- The NYPIRG issue seems to be continuing so I am going to come into the discussion and
search for questions and answers. I ultimately want to create a contract for their needs and
student needs. This is a topic that people are interested in so I am going to see what I can do
with it.
The campus center transition will change the face of SA. We will share an office with LEAD
Center and SOS so we will be working closely with them. We must create a process of
providing for one another and look out for our professional staff.

-
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SA Vice President- Scott Robinson
Dan's homework took me about 5 minutes to do and I would really like to see that you all
have it done but I know that not everyone does. It is really good to do so if you have it, I'd
like it.
My office hours will be set next week.
Director of Finance- Nancy Smith
- We will be interviewing potential people for the Director of Finance and we hope that they
will be appointed by Tuesday.
I will be amending the financial policy next week in a bill.
There will be new procedures for organizations that have events off campus.
Director of Off Campus Services- Justin Barber
- There will be a parking committee meeting at Sam in the formal lounge.
Roberts- Is there any way that they can change that time?
Barber- It is going to alternate each month fiom Sam to 3pm.
Senator Issues Forum
Belser- Today it was brought to my attention that there was an anti-Semitic message on the
sign of the new campus center. It read "Zionism=Fascism and it stinks like Teri's rotting
corpse." Many students now do not feel safe on this campus because of this. JSU members
went to UP and found out that nothing could be done. One member of JSU has received
threatening e-mails and IM's. This isn't the fust time this semester that I have seen hate speech
sprawled around campus. I bring this up now because we have a duty to make the student body
aware that there is a problem which must be confronted and we must let the student body know
that we will not tolerate hate in any of its ugly forms. When students no longer feel safe on this
campus, I think that we have a serious issue that must not be swept under the rug. Thank you
to President Farrell for responding to this immediately. Feel fiee to make suggestions on where
this should go next.
Hubert- I was walking by Penfield by the bus stop and there is also inappropriate speech
written there and has been there for about a week. People who are giving tours can't explain
something like that.
Westfall- Just so you know, Kathy Santos is the Director of Judicial Affairs.
Motion to close: Hershkowitz, 2* Mott
Committee Reports
Policy: Hershkowitz- I nominate senator Chadaev for policy committee chair, 2ndMott.
Committee meeting times will remain the same.
Procedure: We didn't meet last week and I don't know about a meeting for this week so I will
send out an e-mail letting everyone know.
Finance: We recommend SLE.40.49 as is and have amendments for SLE.40.50. I have e-mailed
the changes that we made. With the budget appeals issues, they were given 4 business days to get
their appeals done and usually they are given about 2 weeks so I would like to accept the appeals
until the 8&of April so that we are being fair to all organizations. I would like to meet quickly
after senate tonight.
Westfall- How are you going to get the word out to all the organizations that the deadline has
been extended?
Mott- I will make fliers.
Nancy Smith- The or anizations were actually given 7 business days. I put something in their
mail boxes on the 24l of March. They should be given a week from their notification.
Involvement: No report.
Health and Safetv: No report.
Elections: We wrote a bill for the fall senator timeline. We will be meeting this week to go over the
election law.
CCRT: Erica went downtown with fliers and Jen Hill will be at next weeks meeting and they are
setting up the sofiball game this week.
Mott- Motion to nominate senator Chella to Involvement committee, 2d Hubert.

-
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VIII.

M.

X.

XI.

General Orders
1.) SLE.40.49 Finance Department Accounting Services- Mott- This is recommended by the
committee to pass because they need money for the auditors.
Nancy Smith- Auxiliary Services and Watts negotiated a contract so that auxiliary services
contracts with Watts to do the SA accounting records. We use auxiliary services as our on
campus affiliation.
Vote: 14-0-1, legislation passes
2.) SLE.40.50 Amendment to SLE.36.27 Financial Policy- Mott- Motion to amend. Most of the
amendments are grammatical fues. (Refer to packet of changes). 2& Hershkowitz.
Vote on amendment: 14-0-0, amendment passes
Hershkowitz- These changes were necessary, we needed to set guidelines for things involving
internal control.
Vote: 14-0-0, legislation passes
3.) VETO SLE.40.52 Social Justice Club's Get Free Times- Farrell- I vetoed this bill because
social justice had already paid for some of their issues and this was going to be more of a
reimbursement. They are welcome to resubmit a bill.
Vote: 0-12-2, legislation fails, veto stands.
New Legislation
1.) RES.40.07 Changing Campus Culture to End Dating Violence- Mott- Since this wasn't on the
agenda last night I was ready to object to it being added but since it has been added I have more to
say. 1feel that this is an issue over the article and it isn't out responsibility to respond to the issue
of fiee speech. The Women's Center doesn't deserve favoritism from the Senate more than anyone
else does. We shouldn't even have to vote on this issue. It is obvious that no one here supports
date rape and I think there were other places to go with this like a letter to the editor. I feel like
some of the senators are going to feel uncomfortable voting no and in that case it wouldn't be a
fair vote so at least if you don't want to vote no, please abstain.
McTiernan- This has nothing to do with freedom of speech. This just proves that date rape can
be lightened and it shouldn't be. I disagree; I don't think that this can go unnoticed.
Hubert- I concur with Senator Mott and I also believe that the original article was malicious
toward rape. I believe that we should get everything out there and hear the different views.
Even if you vote no, you won't be seen as someone who supports date rape.
Women's Center- (Brianne Cannon)The quote read by Senator Mott was irrelevant to this
topic. The woman quoted supports this issue and this resolution. This isn't a feud with the
author, we haven't spoken against him personally and this isn't retaliation. We are the voice of
the victims and we are here to care about everyone. This is for the victims and survivors who
heave dealt with this issue. When it's brought up if this is a legitimate body, you are the voice
of the student body, I don't know where else you would want us to go. I would just want to
know why you wouldn't want to support us if you aren't going to. (Speaker goes to Historian)
I view this to be petty not to recognize something brought to you by 39 students. We would be
addressing this issue regardless.(Brianne Cannon) The senate can make something good of this
and be active in stopping it if you support the protection of date rape. Point of information to
Dr. Scharfenberger- Is this the appropriate place to bring this?
Dr. Scharfenberger-Resolutions are meant to show the opinion of the senate; I believe this is
an appropriate place to bring this.
Womens Center- We have spoken with the editor of the Oswegonian and this is not an attack
on the paper. It is just scary because the situations discussed in the article are probably what
actually happen in a date rape situation. It is offensive to say that this isn't the appropriate for
the senate. Every student that we have spoken to says that they were offended by that article in
some way and were amazed that nothing had been done yet. Survivors need to feel safe
speaking out.
Roberts- In the Rights and Responsibilities of the students it says they have the freedom from
personal violence. This comes very close to it and also close to a hate crime. There is no
disclaimer in the paper saying that it is not the opinions of all of the writers; even the Get Free
Times has a disclaimer. As an opinion writer for the Oswegoninan, I couldn't print some of the
things that I wanted to print. The author of this article is paid by SA money.

Westfall- Motion to amend line 35. You can only represent what the senate feels not all of the
students. 2"d Hershkowitz.
President Parrell- Please stay on the issue we don't want any personal attacks and vote with
your conscience.
Hershkowitz- 1concur with President Farrell. The resolution isn't to single out the author, it is
not about free speech, the resolution is saying that senate doesn't condone making fun of date
rape and using "date rap" as an example of making fun of date rape. The Oswegonian has
every right to print what they want and it should contain a disclaimer but it doesn't have to. If
one person was offended or victimized by this article then we have the right to hear their issue.
We do need to watch what we say and not pinpoint people. This is the opinion of the senate
alone and I would think that we wouldn't condone making fun of anyone for anything.
Mapes- Yield to Belser- If this were an issue of free speech or an attack on the author I would
be against it. We ere taking a stand that rape is not a joke. I have been close with someone who
experienced date rape and I can tell you that it doesn't stop with the victim; it goes into the
family as well. Passing a resolution is a trivial thing for me, sexual assault isn't funny.
Hubert- I feel that the resolution goes further than we would like it to. In his article he is trying
to raise awareness in a comedic way. I would like to take that part out of the resolution where
he is mentioned. So we will be striking 2nd,3d, be it further resolved, be it finally resolved. 2nd
Mott.
Mott- I think that this is a good resolution. His point was not to make fun of rape. It is an
honest debate about the definition of date rape. It misrepresents the point of the article, no one
here would want to support date rape.
Herskowitz: Motion to move, 2d Mapes
Back to Order 10:08
Mott- The women's center tried to say that they wouldn't take the course of writing a letter to
the editor. He has always printed articles that are in opposition to his comments. There is no
reason that they couldn't write a letter to the editor.
Beck- yield to Women's Center- When we wrote a letter to the editor about take back the night
I didn't give it to Mr. Olenick, I gave it to the Editor in Chief. They assured me that it wouldn't
be tampered with. The whereas's in the resolution are meant to say why you are doing
something. This gives you the information on where we got our background and it will be
better for your historian.
Hershkowitz- If we amend anything I think that this one goes too far. This is an opinion of
what we want to happen and this amendment guts the resolution.
Mapes- If we were to amend it, we would also need to amend the further resolved. We are
discussing a resolution on date rape, don't make it personal.
Bacanskas- I don't agree with how the amendment guts the bill, I have another amendment.
Hubert- The amendment is a lot but it still says a lot on its own and it's not giving any other
sources.
Mapes- I am going to vote no for this, it defeats the purpose of the resolution.
Vote on amendment: 1-13-0, amendment fails.
Mott- You say that it isn't personal but by putting only one example in the resolution it makes
it personal.
Beck- Yield to Brianne Cannon- You shouldn't be afiaid to make a stand. I was advised that
this was the best course of action and I am glad that we have this dialog. Think of your
constituents and satires in general about date rape.
Backanskas- Motion to amend- line 7-10 "jokes, satires, and mockeries making light of dating
violence.. ..." 2ndHershkowitz.
Beck- Yield to Women's Center- What is the reason for taking out the example, it is an
important part of the resolution. We aren't asking for a course of action.
Bacanskas- I think that some of us are uncomfortable using that as an example. We said media
so that some time the TV station doesn't do it as well. It makes me feel better about voting yes.
Women's Center- I feel that people would vote the same with or without the example in there.
Bacanskas- Indirectly it goes back to the author no matter what and we don't want to do that.

XII.
XIII.

Women's Center- When you publish something you should be held accountable. This isn't a
personal attack but you need an example to look back on.
Barra- This amendment doesn't want to refer to one media or one specific example. It just
makes a more general reference to jokes.
Mapes- I think that it makes the resolution more general and less personal, it will be easier to
vote on.
Ward- I concur with senators Mapes, Barra, and Bacanskas, my comfort level is now at ease.
Chadaev- I think that we should stop deliberating and move things along.
Hershkowitz- Yield to Brianne Cannon- You don't create a resolution without a call to reason.
You need a call for action. This itself is the challenge; I don't mean to take force. If you are
committed against satires, this would be the one to speak out about. This is the catalyst that
formed it and it needs to be addressed.
Bacanskas- I agree but I think that it will help to get the resolution passed, it just wont have a
direct example.
Women's Center- The whereas's the most specific, they are the explanation and are fairly
general.
Beck- I think that everyone has formed their opinions by now. I think that the amendment is a
compromise and that the resolution is still strong without it.
Hubert- Motion to vote on amendment, 2"d Bacanskas.
Vote on amendment: 11-3-0, amendment passes.
Hershkowitz- Motion to end discussion at 10:45 and limit speaking time to 1 minute. 2ndWard.
Mapes- Motion to vote, 2d Ward
Vote on legislation: 13-0-1, legislation passes.
2.) SLE.40.53 Paintball Club Jerseys- Finance for 1 week
3.) SLE.40.54 Fall 2005 Elections Timeline- Elections for 1 week
4.) SLE.40.55 Social Justice Club's Get Free Times- Finance for 1 week
Roll Call McTiernan, Swensson, Belser, Barra, Bacanskas, Mott, Roberts, Ward, Mapes, Hubert,
Cella, Chadaev, Hershkowitz, Westfall
Adjournment
Motion to adjourn- Hershkowitz, 2ndChadaev
Meeting adjourned at 10:43PM
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Senate
40' Legislative Session
22nd Meeting
12 April 2005
Minutes

I.
11.
111.

w.
v.

Call to Order: 6:07 PM
Roll Call: McTieman, Swensson, Belser, Strum, Proxy Nichols, Barra, Bacanskas, Doherty,
Roberts, Durgin, Ward, Beal, Mapes, Hubert, Cella, Chadaev, Kinnear, Hershkowitz, Westfall
Approval of Minutes
Motion to approve the minutes- Mapes, Objection- Hershkowitz, change number of volunteer
hours from 1700 to 70 in NYPIRG public comment. Motion to approve the minutes- Mapes, 2"d
Nichols.
Approval of Agenda
Objection to agenda- Westfall, change SLE.40.51 to 2005-2006. Motion to approve the minutes
Hershkowitz, 2* Belser.
Public Comment
NYPIRG
Thursday we are going to be celebrating Earth Day in the Quad and Saturday we are going to
be cleaning up Glimmerglass Lagoon at noon.
- Sunday we are doing our food drive at P&C.
Frisbee Club
- As far as our equipment goes, we have nothing. If we do practice, someone needs to bring a
frisbee of their own.
We are going to be competing next year and we are hoping to get funding for t-shirts and
frisbees.
Hershkowitz- Where are you going to be competing?
Frisbee Club- In Binghamton and other schools around here.
Executive Report
SA President: Ian Farrell
- Matt Wioneck is here tonight and is going for the webmaster position.
(Floor to Matt)- I am an information science major and I have designed websites such as the rock
the vote website and some for other organizations.
Hershkowitz- Why do you want this position?
Wioneck- I think that it would be good for my resume and I think that I could bring a lot to
the position.
Roberts- What did you do for rock the vote?
Wioneck- I designed the layout and updated their website.
Vote on position: 18-0-1, approved.
Next week I am hopefully going to be appointing the director of finance and the human
resource management director.
- If you want to see the changes I have made in the budget come to the finance meeting. Right
now there is going to be a $1.50 increase in full time students.
- This week I had a meeting with Dr.Scharfenberger about the budget, met with auxiliary
services, and NYPIRG about the contract.
- Coming up I have meetings with Cynthia Donovan, Richard Hughes, Mike Pastella, and
President Stanley.
- We are going to have an e-board meeting this Thursday at 7:30.

-

-

VI.

-

-

I met with Cathy Santos and she is equally concerned with the graffiti issue. She also needs
students for some boards and committees.
- There is a parking committee meeting tomorrow at 8am. They want students to go so if you
have a problem they are ready to listen.
Thank you to the open house volunteers.
Student Assembly is this weekend and there is one more spot open that is paid for so if you
are interested let me know.
The LSU bill is on special orders because it is rather important that I get this taken care of and
it is only a transfer of money not asking for money from us.
My office hours will be regulated soon probably by the end of next week.
Vice President: Scott Robinson
I commend everyone for last weeks meeting, it was long and painful but everyone had good
points to make. We just need to be sure that things don't get personal in the meetings. The
resolution was to say that you don't support date rape and with the amendment you did that.
Just be carefid if you are going to sign on to something that has been written for the
Oswegonian. Your name doesn't have to go on it if you don't want it to.
Director of Finance, Nancy Smith
I have handed out the senate account updates.
The Director of Finance appointment will hopefully be next Tuesday.
- So far you have passed 28 legislations.
- There are deposits in the accounts from Arts Alive and fiom Cheerleading because they were
both unable to attend the events that we were funding.
Director of Off-Campus affairs- Justin Barbur
- In SLE.40.58 I would just like you to look at the word "participate" and please define it
hrther for the off campus section of it.
Parking committee meeting is tomorrow at 8am.
VII.
Senator Issues Forum
Belser- The social justice club bill was not done on time for tonight's agenda and I was
wondering if I could get it referred to finance for 1 week because the bill is done now. (no
objections, bill referred to finance for one week).
Bacanskas- I need one more member for the Health and Safety committee. HershkowitzMotion to nominate Senator Doherty, 2°6 Belser. (Position accepted).
Hubert- The graffiti that was near Penfield has been cleaned up. Also, SAPB may not be able
to compensate for the minimum wage increase and they were concerned about that.
Westfall- Monday at faculty assembly we are going to be voting on the college hour so
student attendance is important to us.
Hershkowitz- Are the voting on the final proposal or the idea of it?
Westfall- It is on the projected time given.
Motion to close: Mapes, 2d Hubert
MI. Committee Reports
Policv: We didn't meet last week, we will meet Thursday at 7 in the cafd.
Procedure: We would like to refer the bill that we have been working on for 2 weeks, there are
problems with the latest bill that we are trying to work out.
Finance: We recommend the social justice club bill because it is coming from 6506; we
recommend the paintball bill with amendments.
Involvement: We meet next Wednesday at 9 in the SA office.
Health and Safetv: We have a couple of issues to talk about so we are meeting Thursday at 9:30.
Elections: We didn't have a meeting last week and we have a bill up tonight concerning the
elections of senators in the fall. We will meet tomorrow at 8:30.
CCRT: I met with Jen Hill and we are going to do the softball game and are planning a pizza party
for the last meeting. She will be at our meeting next week.
M.
Special Orders
1.) SLE.40.56 Latino Student Union Account Transfer: Farrell- I am just going to be moving
money around in their accounts and I need to take care of it soon.
Westfall- Will their phone accounts then be frozen to use?

-

-

-

If-

X.

Farrell- They don't even have a phone in their ofice to use.
Vote: 18-0-1, legislation passes
General Orders
1.) SLE.40.51 2005-2006 Budget: Hershkowtiz- Motion to re-refer for one more week because
we just got more appeals and we have a few things to adjust. 2"d Ward.
2.) SLE.40.53 Paintball Club Jerseys: Hubert- Motion to amend, we cut their total price down to
$440 so that they can get enough jerseys for the amount of people that are playing at one time.
Paintball Club- We play against other teams and we have proved to be very skilled. We need
jerseys for tournaments and we want them to have Oswego colors and have player's names on
the back. We have about 20 tournament players and about 40 recreational players and they all
want jerseys. People recognize a college by their jerseys.
Swennson- Do you play indoor or outdoor?
Paintball Club- We play both it really depends on the weather. The tournaments are indoors.
Swennson- Is it a full tough jersey that you are looking to get?
Paintball Club- Yes, it is what you wear as a top completely. It is a personal item with your
name on it.
Swennson- These jerseys are going to serve as protection to them.
Paintball Club- We would wear the jerseys at the involvement fair and at booths that we have.
Swennson- How many members did you have last year?
Paintball Club- We had about 40 last year and have 60 now. We have an e-mail list of about
200 though.
Director Smith- I was under the impression that jerseys were something that could be left
within the club and now you are saying that they would be personal items.
Paintball Club- They wouldn't be passed down, it is just not done in this sport, they take too
much wear and tear.
Director Smith- Usually if you are getting jerseys we require you to pay half and then have
them stay within the organization.
Paintball Club- The reason that we don't have these yet for ourselves is because of the cost.
Some people are able to get sponsored but not everyone.
Director Smith- This would be seen as using SA money to pay for personal items.
Paintball Club- Most of our items that we have and buy are disposable anyway. We spend
most of our money on paint or free play days and I feel like jerseys would be similar to that.
Jerseys last for 3-4 years which is how long someone is in the club if they join as a sophomore
or a freshmen.
Hershkowitz- The concern here is that SA just doesn't have a lot of money right now and we
were under the impression that these jerseys could be swapped. We also didn't know that you
wanted to put names on the jerseys because that may cost more. At least with the money we
are giving you, you could get some jerseys for now.
Paintball Club- We have done some fundraising but we usually donate what we raise. Most
people who participate in the club want a jersey. To screen print the name on the back is about
the same cost as not. You just don't see teams that swap jerseys.
Hershkowitz- The concern is that you will be keeping them personally.
Paintball Club- We planned on buying 10 blank jerseys that could be personalized by players
later.
Hershkowitz- Maybe for now you can order all blank jerseys.
Paintball Club- If we buy blank jerseys now and have them personalized later it is going to
cost us a lot more.
President Farrell- The financial policy says that we cannot fund you and allow you to keep
them. We could only allow it if we drop the cost by half.
Strum- How much is it for a jersey?
Paintball Club- They are about $65.
Chadaev- Could you order generic jerseys and then get stickers that could be removed later?
Paintball Club- We are not allowed to have any kind of stickers on out jerseys for play and by
the time you were to take the name off,the jersey wouldn't be worth passing down.

k

XI.

XIL
XtU.

Hubert- We aren't able to fund you the fill amount. We suggest that you buy 16jerseys for
now and we will pay half the cost and you can do what you want with them. Motion to amend
line 12 from $2000 to $440,2* Ward.
Hershkowitz- I concur with senator Hubert, this will be a good start for them.
Vote on amendment: 15-1-2, amendment passes.
Hubert- It is close to the end of the year this will be a good start for you, you can always put a
bill in next semester.
Vote on bill: 16-0-2, legislation passes.
3.) SLE.40.54 Fall 2005 Elections: Mapes- The dates are spread out so it gives people enough
time to run if they want to.
Vote on bill: 17-0-1, legislation passes.
4.) SLE.40.55 Social Justice Club's Get Free Times: Roberts- We have paid for the past few
weeks out of pocket and for this year we want just 2 more issues. We are asking for exactly
the amount that we need.
Vote on bill: 16-0-2, legislation passes.
New Legislation
1.) SLE.40.57 Frisbee Club- Refer to finance for 1 week.
2.) SLE.40.58 Amendment: SA Senator Duties SLE.38.30- Refer to procedure for 2 weeks.
Roll Call McTiernan, Swensson, Belser, Strum, Proxy Nichols, Barra, Bacanskas, Doherty,
Roberts, Ward, Beal, Mapes, Hubert, Cella, Chadaev, Kinnear, Hershkowitz, Westfall
Adjournment
Motion to adjourn- Doherty, 2ndWard
Meeting adjourned at 7:14PM
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Senate
40" Legislative Session
23rd Meeting
19 April 2005
Minutes

I.
11.

m.
IV.

v.

Call to Order: 6:09PM
Roll Call Swensson, Belser, Coleman, Barra, Bacanskas, Doherty, Mott, Roberts, Annelino,
Durgin, Ward, Beal, Hubert, Chadev, Kinnear, Hershkowitz, Westfall
Approval of Minutes
- Motion to approve minutes: Durgin, 2"* Hershkowitz
Approval of Agenda
Motion to amend the agenda: Hershkowitz- Add SLE.40.62 to new legislation and switch the
order of the general order. Motion to approve the agenda: Belser, 2ndWard
Public Comment
NYPlRG
We have recently had a huge victory on the higher ed campaign. There are no tuition hikes
and there is actually an increase in SUNY's budget. The reason that there were no increases
was due to all of the student action on this issue.
Last weekend we did the lakeshore cleanup around Glimmerglass Lagoon and we also had
our cram-a-car food drive on Sunday.
- The reform Albany lobby day is coming up soon as well.
- Also, the state board elections are coming up, voting will be the 25"-27".
Phi Beta Lambda
We are requesting money for the national conference that we wish to attend.
- We recently went to the state conference and did very well.
- The bill is for $1640 so that we can send enough people for the conference.
Frisbee Club
- We have now been operating for three semesters and we have had no funding.
- We are now asking for $100 for Frisbees and $300 for t-shirts so that we have matching
jerseys when we compete next year.
Kevin Sutherland
- The weather has been awesome but it is supposed to rain soon. Don't wony, May will be
better.
Enjoy your meeting!
Executive Report
SA President- Ian Farrell
Tonight I have Sean Green here for the Human Resources Manager position and Matt Andino
for the Supreme Court.
(Sean Green)
I would like to set up a standard for hiring in these SA positions and have a set a job
description for them. I am willing to take on anything.
Hershkowitz- Why do you think you are qualified for this position?
Sean Green- I am a Human Resource major and I have completed most of the
requirements and I have also helped with the hiring process of DA's.
Vote: 16-0-1, approved
(Matt Andino)
- I am a junior public justice major. I want this position because I think that it would be a good
resume builder and learning experience for me. I am going to go to law school and I hope to
be a judge.

-

-

-

VI.

-

Hershkowitz- Do you have any legal experience?
Matt Andino- I have an internship this summer with the DA office.
Vote: 16-0-1, approved

-

Next week I will have other appointments for the Director of Finance, assistants, and
academic affairs.
I have had meetings this week with Mike Paestella, Richard Hughes about the campus center,
President Stanley and Joe Grant about my position in SA, Sally Wilkinson and SHAC about
raising health insurance fees.
- I have upcoming meetings about the Ontarian, the campus center, and LSU.
- Student Assembly was this past weekend and the networking with other SA's was very useful.
They elected the new offices for Student Assembly as well.
- I have an amendment to the financial policy. Right now it says that an hourly worker cannot
hold a stipend position. We are going to allow it for this year and create interest in those jobs.
I have a meeting with Jerry Desantis about the SAVAC garage
I am also still working on the NYPIRG contract.
Vice President- Scott Robinson
- Student assembly was fh;the business meeting was pretty rough. I talked to other schools
about online voting.
Cortland passed their budget in 5 minutes; let's see if we can beat that.
I recommend that if you have the opportunity and plan on being a senator again, that you go
to student assembly.
- Student Involvement Awards will be held on the 27'h at 5 pm, I hope to see everyone there.
Director of Finance: Nancy Smith
- There is going to be an amendment on internal controls.
- I have a job interview in NYC tomorrow and I will return on Friday so I would recommend
that fmance committee meet on Friday or over the weekend so that I can get updates.
Director of Student Affairs: Pat Callahan
I recently met with Mike Paestella about the involvement fair and we are going to have two of
them. The bigger one will be September 7'h and we are hoping to get popcorn or cotton candy
to have at the fair. We will also need 20-30 volunteers to help set up and take down.
I also had a meeting with the Director of Penfield Library about the SA videos.
VII.
Senator Issues Forum
Chadaev- There was some miscommunication on the committee meeting time. It is at
7pm in the library cafe.
Mott- I have been meeting with Mike Flaherty about getting dental and eye coverage on
the insurance policy. Please bring this up in your hall councils and see if people would be
interested in these options. I will send out an e-mail with the adjusted costs if they are
added.
Ward- Student Assembly was a great experience and I encourage you to go next year.
The workshops are informative.
Westfall- On Monday the Faculty Assembly postponed the action on college hour.
Motion to close: Hershkowitz, 2ndBelser
Motion to close: Mapes, 2"d Belser
WI. Committee Reports
Policy: No report.
- Procedure: We will be meeting Thursday at 8 in the SA ofice to go over the senator rights
and responsibilities.
- Finance: We met last week and went over the bills that were brought to us. We recommend
the Frisbee bill with amendments and we have amendments for the budget. We will meet
briefly after senate to discuss the meeting time.
- Involvement: We will be meeting tomorrow at 9 in the SA office.
- Health & Safetv: No meeting this week.
- Elections: No report.

-

-

-

-

M.

CCRT: Jen Hill will be at our next meeting with the mayor and we are going to be having a
pizza party around 5:30 before the meeting. The sofiball game will be April 28' at 5:30 at
legends field. Monday at 6 is the town meeting and I recommend people to attend.
General Orders
1.) SLE.40.57 Frisbee Club: Mott- Motion to amend- We didn't have the exact numbers from
them for the cost of shirts and Frisbees but we cut the amount in half to $200. Strike lines 1417 so that they can choose how to split up the money. 2ndWard.
Vote on amendment: 16-0-1, amendment passes
Vote: 16-0-1, legislation passes
2.) SLE.40.5 1 2005-2006 Budget: Mott: The first amendment is to change the SA fee increase to
$2.00 because the rest of the budget is depending on that.
Belser- I think that this amendment is necessary. It is a minimal increase and it is going to
keep SA going in all of the funding that they do.
Hershkowitz- I talked to my hall council and there wasn't any opposition to this increase.
Mott- People that I asked said that they wouldn't even notice the increase because they
don't know what they pay now.
Roberts- Online the SA fee says $82 is that going to be a problem?
Nancy- That is just a projected price but I will get it changed.
Vote on amendment: 16-0-1, amendment passes
(Amendments by the finance committee)
Men's ~ u ~ Game
b ~costs
- changedto $1250 and CIPP changed to $900.
Outing Club- We gave an extra $2000 to events and travel.
Cheerleading- We didn't give them any additional money but they said that coaching costs
were the most important so they now have $2000 for the coaching and we took $500 fiom
their competition funds.
WNYO- Promotions went to $1700 and sports to $950.
WTOP- We changed telephone to $1500 and postage to $143.
Del Sarte- We gave them an even $2000 under performance.
Community Services- The National Conference Registration we changed to $300 and changed
Mentor Oswego to $400.
SAVAC- Changed medical supplies to $4500 and training to $500.
Women's Center- We took out their income line and lowered advertising to $1300 and V-day
to $800.
COPE- We gave them $300 for lectures, $450 for mediation training, and $50 for copylfax.
Storytellers Guild- Changed activities to $1200.
Executive- Director of Public Relations changed to $550 and change the director of Human
Resource to $400, Director of Disability Affairs to $300 and Assistant director of disability
affairs to $200.
Hubert- Why is WNYO executive director under executive?
Director Smith- They have to have someone on the board to follow FCC regulations. No
one has requested those funds for this year.
Dr. Scharfenberger- They have to have a person on the board and there is someone on it
this year for them.
Oswego Tech. Education Association- Changed projects to $1000
Appeals line- $8743, part is from the SA increase, that balance is now $0.
(Amendments made by President Farrell)
- Ontarian- Restored most of their budget that they originally had. They have a contract with
Jostens. For salaries I gave them $100.
Roberts- When did we make extra money on the Ontarian? Do they have a 2 year
contract with Jostens?
President Farrell- That is what I am going to find out, I was told that their sales are doing
quite well.
Belser- What is the cost of a pre-ordered yearbook?
Director Smith- I believe they are $65.
Doherty- Why does the sales manager not have a salary?

President Farrell- They don't have anyone for that position.
HUBAC- I wanted to move them under SAPB because they do pretty much the same things
but there were a lot of logistic problems with that. For now we are keeping them under a
separate organization with the same amount.
- NYPIRG- Just moved them to a different place in the budget.
- CD- Raised that to $5000.
- Tier 2 funding- Changed it to $3 1,000 and the other $5000 went towards the Ontarian and the
cash reserve.
Roberts- How many Tier 2 organizations are there for next year?
0
Director Smith- There is a small increase in the number but many of the big ones from
last year moved up to Tier 3 again.
Hershkowitz- Last year we increased the Tier 2 funding and we were fine with it, I think
that it will be fine this year too.
2"d to all amendments: Hershkowitz
Hershkowitz- Most of the organizations that asked got increases. I agree that the Ontarian
should stay around for this year to give it a chance.
0
President Farrell- The total income is different from the total spending, is that a problem?
Director Smith- We need to decrease the spending by $1000.47.
Hershkowitz- I think that we should take it out now and fix it.
President Farrell- I think that we should take it from the cash reserve and $.47 from the
Organizational contingency.
Vote on amendment: 16-0-1, amendment passes
Mott- We spent a lot of time getting these numbers and I think that what we have is good.
Vote: 15-0-1, legislation passes.
New Legislation
1.) SLE.40.59 Phi Beta Lambda National Leadership Conference- Finance 1 week.
2.) SLE.40.60 Amendment to SLE.36.27 Financial Policy- Finance 1 week.
3.) SLE.40.61 Amendment #2 to SLE.36.27 Financial Policy- Finance 1 week.
4.) SLE.40.62 Combination of Senate Funds- Finance 1 week.
Roll Call Swensson, Belser, Barra, Bacanskas, Doherty, Mott, Roberts, Armelino, Durgin, Ward,
Beal, Hubert, Chadeav, Kinnear, Hershkowitz, Westfall
Adjournment
Motion to Adjourn: Doherty, 2nd Ward
Adjourned at 7:32PM

-

X.

XI.
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Senate
40' Legislative Session
24th Meeting
26 April 2005
Minutes
Call to Order: 6:05 PM
Roll Call: McTiernan, Swensson, Belser, Strum, Coleman, Bacanskas, Doherty, Mott, Roberts,
Armelino, Durgin, Ward, Mapes, Hubert, Kinnear, Hershkowitz, Westfall
111.
Approval of Minutes
Motion to approve the minutes- Durgin, 2ndMapes
IV.
Approval of Agenda
Motion to amend the agenda- Hershkowitz- Add SLE.40.62 to General Orders and RES.40.10 to
New Legislation. 2"d Westfall.
Motion to amend the agenda- Kinnear- Add RES.4O.I I to New Legislation., 2ndWard
Motion to amend the agenda- Mapes- Add RES.40.09 to New Legislation, 2ndBelser
Motion to approve the agenda- Mapes, 2ndBelser
v.
Public Comment
NYPIRG
- The year is slowing down now because people are preparing for the end of the year and finals.
This past weekend we went to the House of Mercy in Rochester and did serve-a-meal with
Habitat for Humanity.
- Coming up we have our board elections and voting will be in the Union.
VI.
Guests of the Senate
Mayor Gosek and representatives from Mayor's office.
W. Executive Report
SA President: Ian Farrell
- Tonight I have Jim Middleton here who is going to be the assistant Director of Disability
Affairs. (Floor goes to Jim Middleton)
- I came to this position because Dan Preston approached me and said that I would bring a
unique perspective to the position. I don't know much about it but I will do the best that I can
in this position. It was a big adjustment coming to this campus and I have been told that I
handled it admirably well. I know that I will need a lot of help in this position but I will do the
job the best that I can.
Hershkowitz- What is your major?
Jim Middleton- I am a business administration major and will be doing human resource
management.
(Ian Farrell) Also tonight I have Dan Tuscarella for Director of Finance and Kristin Beck for
Director of Academic Affiirs. Dan will be here later he had a class confliction. (Floor goes to
Kristin Beck)
- Ian approached me about this position and I feel like I bring a lot of knowledge to this
position because of my previous experience in SA. I am looking forward to doing this job.
Vote: 17-0- 1, approved
- This week's meetings: I met with Michelle about the yearbook and I wasn't aware of their
Jonstens contract so I need to review it. I also met with Dr. Scharfenberger about different SA
issues.
- Meetings that I have coming up include one on campus center arena, faculty assembly,
SAVAC, SAPB & HUBAC.
Congratulations to the senate for getting the budget passed so quickly.
I.

11.

-

-

-

-

There is legislation for an account transfer because I am helping SAPB pay for May Day
food.
Good luck to those senators that are not going to be returning and to those that are, I will need
you contact information so that I can update you about the involvement fair.
Vice President, Scott Robinson
There is a resolution tonight for Professor Harrigan because he is going to be leaving after the
school year. He is an awesome teacher; he challenges me a lot and his papers are a great
learning experience. I hope that you will pass the resolution.
The student involvement awards are tomorrow.
- I went to the city council meeting and I think that CCRT is very crucial. I was just wondering
what is going to be done to keep it going?
Mayor Gosek
- Traditionally we are involved much sooner in the year and I think that things can be dealt with
sooner now that we have worked some things out. The Greater Chamber of Commerce is now
involved and I think that they can bring more business in.
CCRT was started in the 70's and has been up and down since then. It's original mission was
to create a better relationship between the city and the University. I have tried to promote that
relationship and if you have any suggestions on how to continue that I would love to hear
your ideas. We have some finding available for CCRT and I will be increasing it for next
year.
- We have had many paid and unpaid interns and that helps people get informed on how the
city runs. It is hard for our people to do all of the work because they are doing full time jobs
as well. We would love your input on how we can make this work.
Jen Hill
- I have been told that the students don't feel welcomed by the businesses in town and I would
like to change that. I want to see people working with the city so that businesses become more
welcoming. My goal is to be more involved in that and get you more involved in that.
Mapes- Do you have any ideas on how we can keep an easy going structure to out meetings
like yours?
Mayor Gosek
We address most of our issues and debate them in committee meetings. The meeting is
common council is to talk about the results of the meetings. It appears that our meetings run
smoothly, but the committee meetings can be long and drawn out. We have many committees
at the city level that research and debate the topics and them bring them to the floor at the
meeting.
Jen Hill
The issues themselves are solved at a committee level and by the time that it gets to the floor
it is more of a notification process. Smaller groups help for presentation purposes. Also, if
you know who will be the chair of CCRT next year make sure that they are well informed and
can get things going early.
Belser- What is the city doing to bring jobs to the area to keep gads around?
Mayor Gosek
- I want to create more fill time jobs and so far I have created a business friendly environment.
The atmosphere that existed was anything but business friendly. Ruby Tuesday, Lowes, and
Dunkin Donuts are some businesses that have created jobs and there were jobs created when
there needed to be water lines and traffic lights put in at these locations. Many management
positions are available at these places. Small business is the backbone of this country. The
nuclear industry has done well in Oswego County and I would like to bring more nuclear
power to this area. You have to be proactive in a situation like this. Elective officers should be
positive about the community and be proactive to help it. We will be happy to listen if any
students have ideas because without this college, we would be in dire straights. It helps a lot
to prosper the economy.
Jen Hill
- This community has many small businesses but we are very entrepreneur friendly. There is a
young professional's organization that is starting. We are assessing what we have and where
we need to work. It is a misunderstanding to think that we don't want gads to stay in the area.

-
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Mott- Is there still the idea of building windmills for power?
Jen Hill
- That is still a possibility and it is in the research stage. The problem with wind power is the
number if mills needed and the space that we have available.
Mayor Gosek
- John Smith from Cape Cod was responsible for the research and idea of using wind mills in
Cape Cod but his ideas were rejected. The next place that he came was to Oswego. His efforts
were to bring off-shore windmills and we are still working with him on his ideas. It is
expensive but it is still in the works. We have talked about a center for research on power for
the area. We are trying to stay on top of the issue the best we can.
(Back to President Farrell and Dan Tuscarella)
- I am a junior going for my MBA in accounting and I have worked at OCNB and I was
Kevin's Chief of Staff.
Hershkowitz- Why do you want this position and why are you qualified?
Dan Tuscarella- I have learned a lot about SA in the past year or so and I have a lot of past
experiences with Banks, etc.
Hershkowitz- Are you prepared to put in the hours that are required for this position?
Dan Tuscarella- Yes, I have cleared my hours at the bank and I will have the time to put in.
Vote: 17-0-1, approved.
Director of Finance, Nancy Smith
- Than you to the senate for passing the budget.
- An update on the accounts: 6501-$3375.22,6502- $4436.00,6505- $270.21'6506- $90.
- There is a bill tonight with internal controls amendments and this is required by the SUNY
Board of Trustees that we guard or assets and there is an amendment for petty cash.
Director of Student Affairs- Pat Calaghan
- I met with the library about the SA DVD's and they want to continue that. They would also
like to have us purchase Discmans for people to use in the library.
- The involvement fair is going to be September 7 ~ .
Director of Off-Campus Affairs- Justin Barbur
- I really hope that you pass the resolution for Professor Harrigan.
1would also like to thank Andy Drogo for all of his help this year.
Director of Human Resource Management- Sean Green
1 will be meeting with Cynthia this week and I will have a report on that meeting.
Director of Academic Affairs- Kristin Beck
I just wanted to talk to you about some of the ideas that I have for next year. I would really
like to improve the student advisement center, I was a peer advisor and I just think that its
very important.
- I would also like to bring back the course satisfactioddescription book. We ask professors to
give a description of the class and then get some feedback from the students.
- I would like to help promote the book exchange service between students.
- Does anyone have any other ideas?
Hershkowitz- Maybe get some information on the SUNY Assessment.
Kevin Sutherland- Look into other grad programs that the school could offer.
Bacanskas- the possibility of a 24 hour computer lab somewhere on campus.
Ward- More research programs for other majors.
VIII. Senator Issues Forum
Hershkowitz- This is my last meeting as a senator and I have had a blast. Thank you to everyone
from this year for making it that way.
Roberts- I would like to thank Allen for all of his hard work. I also support the passing of the
Professor Harrigan resolution. He is the best teacher I have had.
Bacanskas- I would also like to thank Allen, he is the one who got me involved and I am very glad
that I did.
Motion to close: Mapes, 2& Belser

-
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Committee Reports
Policy We met Thursday and we went over the projects for next year and the appointments
procedure.
Procedure: We met on Thursday and made amendments to the senator rights and responsibilities.
The amendment just narrows it down.
Finance: We met on Monday and for SLE.40.59 we voted to recommend with an amendment, for
SLE.40.60 we recommend, SLE.40.61 we have minor amendments, SLE.40.64 we recommend.
We also talked about the reserve and putting money aside for the campus center.
Involvement: Thank you to the committee; hope to see some of you next year.
Elections: Thank you to the committee and this summer we are going to work to get the election
law revised.
Health and Safetv: Thank you to the committee, have a good summer.
CCRT: I think that it is very important to have city reps here tonight. The student relationship with
the residents and the relationship with our government and the city's are very important. Next year
I would like to have a committee instead of their only being on representative. Thank you for those
of you who came to the pizza party tonight. We are going to be playing softball at Legends field at
5:30 on Thursday and the rain date is next Thursday. Thank you to Senator Mapes, Senator
Bacanskas and Vice President Robinson for attending the city meeting.
(JSacanskas)The meeting was very interesting and everything was very quick to pass. They have
good communication and that is something that should be maintained.
General Orders
1.) SLE.40.58 Senator Duties- Hershkowitz- Motion to amend- in section 10, we changed must to
should and in section 11 we added bi-weekly for the participation in the online journal. We are
going to try it with these changes and see how it goes, we can always change things later. 2nd
Ward.
Vote on amendment: 17-0-0, amendment passes
Hershkowitz- We redefined the senator at large and gave them responsibilities and also some for
the off-campus senators. We are going to see how this goes and change it later if necessary.
Durgin- Motion to amend- Add section 12 to say that off-campus senators should participate in
CCRT as designated by the chair. 2ndMott.
Hershkowitz- My concern with this is why are you keeping it just off campus senators and
should that change go under the structure bill? Maybe we should update the CCRT part before
we amend this. I don't know if the chair has the power over the senators.
Durgin- I chose off campus senators now because they are a minority and if it is mandatory
then it can go as far as we want it to. I just want participation in some way.
Hershkowitz- CCRT right now doesn't have members in its structure.
Mott- I think that it is good because it is outlining duties of off campus senators.
Kinnear- I have no objection to this amendment but I think that you do need to change the
committee structure.
Roberts- What if it is recommended that they participate?
Bacanskas- I think that you will have to rewrite the structure of the committee.
Hershkowitz- Strike "by the chair" as a friendly amendment.
Durgin- It is still their discretion either way.
Vote on amendment: 17-1-0, amendment passes.
Vote on bill: 18-0-0, legislation passes.
2.) SLE.40.59 Phi Beta Lambda National Leadership Conference- Hubert- we amended the bill by
adding a breakdown of the bill. 2ndWard.
Vote on amendment: 17-0-1, amendment passes
Representative from Phi Beta Lambda- We have many people interested in going to this
conference. Our organization isn't that well known and if we went it would get recognition for the
college and for us.
Vote on bill: 17-0-1, legislation passes.
3.) SLE.40.60 Amendment to SLE.36.27 Financial Policy- President Farrell- We are taking a
section out because student services is having problems filling all of their positions.
Hubert- I think that this is appropriate.
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Mott- I hope that there is more work done next year to get more students for the jobs.
Scharfenberger- Historically we try to extend information to students to get them interested.
Hershkowitz- We want to repeal this because it has an affect on the student services.
Director Smith- I asked Andy to make more appealing fliers and I think that they are necessary
for people to be interested in the jobs. I request that it go back into the financial policy after
this year.
President Farrell- I intend on promoting the jobs to freshmen as well and going to the
employment office to see what they can do. We don't know if we have enough time now to fill
the positions before next year.
McTieman- It seems that the main problem was not enough promotion.
Hubert- This is repealing something that can be put back in at a later time. It is not final if we
take it out now.
Hershkowitz- I yield to Jen Clark- I receive two paychecks from SA because I am a manager
and I work an hourly position. It isn't really in mine or Cindy's duties to promote these jobs
and we are both really busy. If someone is unable to work and I cant cover for them, Cindy has
to take the shift and then get. behind on her work. This needs to get passed right now and I
think that promoting it will be good for next year.
President Farrell- My intention is to put this back and it is Sean and Melissa's job to get these
jobs promoted and I know they will work on that. I just want to take this out for now.
McTieman- So this is definitely going to go back in next year?
President Farrell- Yes, as soon as the positions are filled it will go back in.
Vote on bill: 17-0-1, legislation passes.
4.) SLE.40.61 Amendment #2 to SLE.36.27 Financial Policy- Director Smith- It is required that we
have internal control guidelines. Everything stated in the amendment are things that we need.
Hubert- Motion to amend- We just made some spelling changes and took out Robert's Rules and
added the definition of petty cash. 2DdWard.
Vote on amendment: 16-0-1, amendment passes.
Vote on bill: 16-0-1, legislation passes.
5.) SLE.40.62 Combination of Senate Funds- Hershkowitz- This is something that we do every
year and it makes it easier to have all of the money in one account.
Hubert- Friendly amendment, 6503 should be 6506.
Vote on bill: 17-0- 1, legislation passes.
Special Orders
1.)SLE.40.63 Executive Account Transfer- President Farrell- SAPB is running out of money and
they asked me to help them out with food for may day so I am going to give them $1750 and
$1250 of that is coming fiom account 5607.
Vote on bill: 17-0-1, legislation passes.
2.) SLE.40.64 SAPB May Day- Mott- This is for the extra $500 that is out of 6502.
Westfall- Change "for" to "to" SAPB.
Vote on bill: 17-0-1, legislation passes.
3.) SLE.40.65 Reserve Fund- Mott- We have $6000 remaining so this one will stay at $4000 and a
new campus CS could be an option for the other $2000.
Vote on bill: 17-0-1, legislation passes.
New Legislation
1.) RES.40.08 Thank you Andy Drogo
Beck- Andy has really helped me a lot this year and he was a great asset to the e-board. He
has been a great source of support and will be really missed next year.
Sutherland- He has done an amazing job with the position this year and I will really miss him.
President Farrell- He did a great job this year and filling his shoes is going to be tough. He
did a great job with the logo and it is really growing on me. Thanks!
Mapes- Thank you for your help with the elections this year. Best of luck!
Andy Drogo- Thank you to Kevin and Kristin, they were both really important to my success.
Thank you to the senators and Scott.
Motion to pass by acclimation- Mapes, 2* Belser
2.) RES.40.09 Thank you Jen Mott

President Farrell- I was honored to put my name on this resolution. She has done a great job
as the finance chair and had great ideas with the online journal and the forum.
Mapes- Thank you for the work you did this year, I plan on keeping up some of your ideas
next year.
Belser- Thank you for being the first senator for helping me out here and putting up with my
jokes. I wish you the best of luck.
Sutherland- I appreciate all of yow help with the budget. I attribute the speed at which the
budget was passed to you because it was done so well.
Beck- Jen is one of the most motivated off-campus senators and she is very deserving of this.
Roberts- Thank for setting the bar so high and sliding in the last second bills.
Drogo- Her heart and motivation are really great. She made some great changes this year and
she really makes other people care too.
Hubert- She has done wonderful things and I have learned a lot fiom her. Thank you.
Ward- It was very nice to work with Jen this year, she hade the financial process very
expedient.
Vice President Robinson- It was an honor working with you and you did really great things.
Director Smith- Thank you for yow hard work this year and being a person who really speaks
their mind.
Armaleno- I wouldn't be here if it weren't for Jen getting me into doing it so thank you!
Mott- Thank you everyone, I've had a good time this year and I regret not joining SA sooner.
Motion to pass by acclimation: Belser, 2" Ward.
3.) RES.40.10Thank you Nancy Smith
Sutherland- I have seen Nancy grow so much this year. We worked closely and had a really
good time on the e-board this year. She has done a great job at doing the inventory on assets
and it has made SA a stronger group.
Hubert- Nancy always has answers to any question; you have done a great job!
President Farrell- She is always in the office late and putting in a lot of time to do a lot of
work.
Drogo- I had the advantage of working with Nancy this year and she was very approachable
and helpful. She always did so much work, thank you!
Mott- Thank you for all of your help this year. Nancy was a big help to me when I became
the finance chair this year.
Doherty- Thank you for yow help with all of the organizations, you always did the best you
could to help them.
Motion to pass by acclimation: Hershkowitz, 2'Y'Ward.
4.) RES.40.11 Thank you Professor James Harrigan
Vice President Robinson- I will present this to him tomorrow if it is passed.
Kinnear- He is one of the best professors I have had. I learned a lot from him and I got to
know him personally.
Bacanskas- He is the very first professor that I had here and he is by far my favorite. He
opens people eyes to every differing view. It is a shame that he is leaving this campus.
Sutherland- I actually have a paper due for him. I am also very disappointed that he wasn't
chosen to stay. If you had the chance to have him then you are fortunate and if you didn't
then please understand where we are coming from.
Belser- He wasn't always politically correct but he does always have a contrary point of view
and I never even had him.
Roberts- He is by far the best professor that I have had at teaching how to argue. We always
end up having long discussions and he will always shut me down. He tells you how to argue
correctly.
Motion to pass by acclimation: Roberts, 2" Belser.
Ward- It has been a pleaswe working with all of you this year. I will not be back next year
because I am going to be an RA.
Mapes- Thank you for all of yow hard work and try to get some friends involved next year!
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Bacanskas- Thank you for a successful year.
Director Smith- The tsunami relief efforts went great we got $800 from SA organizations and
$4000 coming in.
Roll Call McTiernan, Swensson, Belser, Strum, Coleman, Bacanskas, Doherty, Mott, Roberts,
Armelino, Durgin, Ward, Beal, Mapes, Hubert, Kinnear, Hershkowitz, Westfall
Adjournment
Motion to adjourn- Hershkowitz, 2" Mapes
Meeting adjourned at 8:35PM

Appointment Agenda

These are the nine nominations that President Ian Farrell brought to the Student
Association Senate to ask for their approval. Each nomination that he brought to the
senate was confirmed.
Appointments to the Student Association Executive Branch:
1. Justin Barbur- Director of Off Campus Services
2. Kristin Beck- Director of Academic Affairs
3. Alan Hershkowitz- Chief of Staff
4. Patrick Callaghan- Director of Student Affairs
5. Eden Strum- Director of Disability Services
6. Melissa Andrews-Director of Public Relations
7. Sean Greene- Director of Human Resources
8. Dan Tascarella- Director of Finance
Appointments to the Student Association Supreme Court:
1. Matt Andino- Supreme Court Justice
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Student Association All Campus Election Slate
Candidates for President:
Ian Farrell
Judi Gough
Billy Nichols
Candidates for Vice-president:
Sean Greene
Scott Robinson

Do you wish to continue to support a chapter of the
New York Public Interest Research Group
(NYPIRG) at its current level of funding of $4 per
fee-paying student per semester for the next 2 years?
[ ]YES
[ I NO
[ ] A. I DO APPROVE OF THE PROPOSED

STUDENT ASSOCIATION CONSTITUTION
[ ] B. I DO NOT APPROVE OF THE PROPOSED
STUDENT ASSOCIATION CONSTITUTION

